[A Case of Glioblastoma that Appeared One Year after the Removal of Subcortical Hematoma].
Subcortical bleeding from brain tumors is not rare. In the majority of cases, tumors are revealed within a few months after bleeding. We herein report a relatively rare case of glioblastoma(GBM)that appeared one year after the removal of a subcortical hematoma. A 70-year-old woman suddenly began experiencing headache, vomiting, and aphasia. CT revealed a subcortical hematoma in the left superior temporal lobe and subarachnoid bleeding. Neither aneurysms nor abnormal signs suggesting a malignant tumor were noted during cerebral angiography. The hematoma was completely removed via craniotomy, and she was discharged with no neurological deficit.(MRI performed seven months after the surgery showed neither space-occupying lesions in the left temporal lobe nor brain edema. Twelve months after the initial surgery, she had aphasia again. CT and MRI revealed an enhanced mass lesion in the left temporal lobe. Positron emission tomography findings strongly indicated the presence of a malignant tumor. Histology of the tumor after removal showed GBM HDH-1 wild-type with an MIB-1 labelling index of approximately 50%. After the surgery, she underwent extensive local radiation therapy(50 Gy)with chemotherapy(temozolomide). The pathological mechanism underlying the appearance of GBM at the site where subcortical bleeding was previously observed is unclear. GBM may have caused bleeding or may have originated from the brain tissue that was damaged during the first surgery. Follow-up using neuroimaging for one year may be needed when subcortical bleeding is observed.